
 
Error Analysis

taking u100
mislabeled examples andsee if its worth solvingthe particularproblem

10 9 5 ceiling by which the error couldbe reduced

gives us an estimate of how important is it to solve theproblem

Cleaning Up Incorrectly Labeled Data

DL algorithms are quite robust to random errors but not systematic errors in
the training set

decide if fixing this is worth thetime
or

104 2check overall deerseterror
errors due to incorrectlabels 0.6 0.6 focusonthis now
error due to other causes 9 ht fixthis first 1.41



Agoal of our set is to select between two classifiers A B

correcting Incorrect Devtest set examples

Apply to both deer and test set so they come from the same distribution

consider types ofexample tht algorithm gotwrong as well as right
Train and dew1test data may now come from slightly different distributions

this isokay

Training and Testing Biasand Variance on different distributions

setting up der set is like setting up a target to aim at

try to

Bias Variance

Training der set carved out randomly from the training set comes from the

same distribution as trainingset but notusedfor training
helps usfigure out if the error between trainand der set is
due to the difference in the distributionsofthedata or not

trainder
train der test

y

trainononlythisnow

Human error 0 0 0

f
avoidablebias

Training error 1 f variance 1 To 10 Problem
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Addressing Data Mismatch Problem

a Careyout manual analysis to try to understand difference between training
and devltest sets
Make training data more similar to testset or tryto collect more dat
similar to der1test sets

ArtificialDataSynthesis sound t noise betterlearningaudio

e synthesize
dearimage t editing to blurryimage better learningdat

maybe problem we overfit tothe data synthesis appliedsetofall
audioin overfilling is aproblemcan



Transfer Learning

if we have a small dataset we just replace the last layer and
retrain

An last layer's weights on retrain everything

training before changing the last layer and ya is called pretraining
and after that rainy is again is called fine tuning

This is helpful because a lot of the low level features egdetectingedges curves posit

objects andcurves is already done It makes An algorithm faster and now tunes

it to the specific task we want it to do

This is helpful if we have alot of data from the problem we are coming
from but less to the problem we aregoingto

only applicable if we have alot of data from theotherproblem to
train basic features

Transfer learning makessense when

Task Aand B havethesame typeof input images audio

we have alot more data forTaskA them Task B
dataforTaskB is morevaluable

Low level featuresfrom Acould be helpful for learningB



Multi task Learning
can stoping

Opedestrians

can I
E R

stopsign 1
trafficlights 0

onlyover
valuesofj
with011label

Loss mL j
L Yj yj Mutt task learning

usual logisticloss
sowing4problems atonce

i

Unlike Softmax regression one image can havemultiple
labels

When does multitask make sense

trainingon a set of tasks thatcould benefit from having

shared lowerlevel features

amount ofdata fromeachtask is quite similar by addingmore
data helps

learning the independent tasks

can train a bigenough NN to dowell
on all tasks

hurts when NNnot big enough A 1000

A 99ooo

Alo tooo



End to End Deep Learning

end to end

1
Splitting it
into smaller tasks

some tasks can be done end to end if we have adequate data

Pros and tons of endtoend deeplearning
pros
Letsthedataspeak x y directly

Less hand designing of components needed

cows

may need large amount ofdata
excludes potentially useful handdesigned

components

key fustian Doyou have sufficient data to
learn a functionof the

complexity needed to map to y


